AAIB Bulletin: 12/2005

G-BTFG

EW/G2005/09/04

ACCIDENT
Aircraft Type and Registration:

Boeing A75N1 Stearman, G-BTFG

No & Type of Engines:

1 Continental Motors Corp W-670-6N piston engine

Category:

1.3

Year of Manufacture:

1940

Date & Time (UTC):

10 September 2005 at 1515 hrs

Location:

Manston Airport, Kent

Type of Flight:

Private

Persons on Board:

Crew - 2

Passengers - None

Injuries:

Crew - None

Passengers - N/A

Nature of Damage:

Left wing tip, aileron and landing gear damaged

Commander’s Licence:

Basic Commercial Pilot’s Licence

Commander’s Age:

49 years

Commander’s Flying Experience:

2,586 hours (of which 21 were on type)
Last 90 days - 270 hours
Last 28 days - 90 hours

Information Source:

Aircraft Accident Report Form submitted by the pilot

After a half hour trial ﬂying lesson, the commander

Inspection of the aircraft revealed that the left side

made a normal landing on Runway 10 at Manston with

landing gear had collapsed and marks on the runway

the surface wind reported as 060º/3 kt. The landing was

would indicate that this had occurred after the aircraft

made in a three point attitude and was uneventful until

had started yawing right. With ground loop occurrences

the speed had decayed to approximately 30 kt. At that

such as this, control is often lost with the aircraft turning

point a gust of wind lifted the left hand wing; the pilot

the opposite way from the initial swing. This can be due

attempted to correct this uncommanded motion with left

to overcontrolling the aircraft in response to the ﬁrst turn,

aileron and rudder. The aircraft then yawed to the left

although in this incident the pilot has no recollection of

and the left wing came down, with the wing tip hitting the

doing so.

ground. Immediately after this, the aircraft yawed to the
right, coming to a halt almost 180º off the original runway
heading. The aircraft was vacated without incident.
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